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* Random HTTP Generator * pen.Net is a randomly HTTP response generator, which generates valid HTTP
responses and analyses them with the help of the modified RFC method. * HTTP Fuzzer * This is the tool that
has been developed to generate random HTTP requests. You can use the HTTP response that has been fuzzed
to see the vulnerability of the target web server. * HTTP Response Charts * pen.Net generates a chart and lets
you see the results of the target web server with the help of the modified RFC method. You can measure the
effectiveness of the resources on the website, and discover the possibility of the attack. * HTTP Statistics *

pen.Net helps you to analyze the charts generated by the HTTP response fuzzer. By clicking on the
comparison tool, you will obtain the details and statistics of the HTTP response, HTTP headers, and the
number of the vulnerable resources. * About this Tool * You can use the IP address or the domain of the
target web server and choose a vulnerability type. These items also define the attack methods: 1. HTTP

Method: 2. HTTP Header: 3. Number of Attacker: 4. Number of Victim: 5. Attack Speed: 6. Attack Time: 7.
Additional Information: Please refer to the individual tools for further information. When using the online

version, the attack speed can be adjusted according to the speed of your connection, and you can also use the
modified RFC method to generate the HTTP responses. 1. Choose the HTTP Version 2. HTTP Method: GET,

POST, PUT, DELETE 3. REST URL: 4. Test Mode: 5. Encoding: 6. Version: 7. Charset: 8. Header: 9.
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Number of Header: 10. Number of Header Variables: 11. Number of Cookie: 12. Cookie Variable

Pen.Net [32|64bit]

PenNET is a web application that provides a web based application testing tool. It is a network (web)
application, which is accessible by entering the required URL. This tool is designed to test applications using

various methods. One of the most basic methods of the applications testing is known as pen testing. This
network application not only provides a Web-based application testing tool but also provides both GUI and

command line options. The command line options allow users to test the web application from different
operating systems and different browsers like: Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera, and others.

It provides an automated and interactive test generator. If the tool finds that a URL is vulnerable it will
generate a unique testing pattern to the user. The tool can also be used to generate test cases. It generates a
unique testing pattern that can be used to test the URLs of a web application. The tool has a standard preset

form which can be easily filled out. The form contains several sections including information on the URL of
the website which is being tested. In addition, the user can specify the basic test categories and set the specific

testing details. It works on the basis of a preset template in which the user enters the information about the
website. By filling this information out the user can easily verify if the website has any kind of vulnerability or

not. And if it is found to be vulnerable the user can also specify the step by step process of successfully
exploiting the vulnerability. The tool also contains of a GUI-based form which makes it easy for the users to
fill out the necessary information. The tool also provides a chart which displays the data about the number of

current requests that are made on a given website. The user can access the chart by pressing the checkbox
above it. The tool provides three options for the users to generate the testing pattern. One of them is HTTP

protocol. This testing option can be used to test the websites without having a plugin for the browser. The tool
also provides a plugin for each of the browsers. The plugin can be installed by inserting the plugin file in the
browser settings. The others options are JAVA script and HTTP header. These options are useful for testing

the websites containing Java based applications. Using this option the users can send a HTTP header request to
the website. # Features of PenNET - === 1. Unique test pattern generator 2. HTTP, JAVA, and HTTP header

option available 09e8f5149f
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=============================== This tool is a web based internet penetration testing framework. It
allows you to generate various types of target attacks including Denial of Service, SQL injection, Port Scan,
etc... Please visit www.pen.Net to see how it works and use it. You can also use the pen.Net as it is. There are
three ways to use it. You can edit/create targets manually, use the plugin system or import/export targets.
Define Attacks ==================== You can define the following types of attacks by creating the
following objects: * Method/URL A method can be passed to the attacker using GET or POST request. You
can fill this out as follows: * Method Define the method to use. This can be "GET" or "POST". * URL This is
the URL to request. Please be careful that you don't make the request to the website itself, as this will
probably give an error response. * POST params You can add some parameters to the method. These
parameters will be used as GET/POST parameters in the url. You can use the add method to add parameters. *
Cookies This is the name of a cookie to be sent with the request. * Expiration This is a date string to which the
cookie will expire. * Cookie to send This is the name of a cookie that should be sent. This can be set either to
"null", in which case the attacker will not send a cookie, or to the name of a cookie that has already been
defined. * Cookie This is the name of a cookie that the attacker should send in a request. This can be either an
existing cookie, in which case it should be used as the target cookie, or set to "null" to not send a cookie. *
Credentials This is the username and password you want to use to connect to the target site. * User agent The
user agent to use when making the requests. * SSL If you want to make the request over SSL. The following
possibilities are available: * none This means no SSL. * SSL 1.2 This means SSL version 1.2. * SSL 3.0 This
means SSL version 3.0. * TLS 1.0 This means TLS version 1.0. * TLS 1.1 This means TLS version 1

What's New in the Pen.Net?

==Features== * Generate http(s) requests * Evaluate them * Show what happened * Fuzzable username and
password * Generate random numbers and strings * Check ports and protocols * Show what happened * Very
intuitive and easy to use ==Documentation== * Read * View main features and documentation * Install it via
webroot. ==Devices== * ==License== * ==Link Download== * ==Translations== * ==Feedback== *
==Hotspots-> ==Changelog== * 25.03.2017 - * 22.03.2017 - Update for Windows 10 * 22.02.2017 - Fix for
Python API * 25.01.2017 - Fix for IPv6 with ports * 10.12.2016 - Fix for Test IP addresses * 28.11.2016 -
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New project files - New examples * 20.11.2016 - Fix for Microsoft Windows * 10.11.2016 - New real or test
IP addresses * 02.11.2016 - New globals and functions * 20.08.2016 - Fix for Windows * 16.08.2016
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System Requirements:

- DirectX: 11.0 - CPU: i3-7100 @ 4.0GHz / AMD FX-9590 @ 4.6GHz / Intel Core i7-6700K @ 4.2GHz /
AMD Ryzen 5 1600 @ 3.6GHz / NVIDIA GTX 1080 - RAM: 16 GB - GPU: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD R9
280 / NVIDIA GTX 960 - Sound Card: DirectX Compatible - Operating System: Windows 10 64bit - Internet
Connection: Broadband internet connection - HD
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